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Abstract 
In order to acquire a time fluctuation data of the resources which needs for a marine resource development, we 
developed an observation device with low operational risk and a wide observable area. The observation device 
consists of an underwater station and an underwater vehicle, and underwater vehicle is tethered with a cable. By using 
the restraint condition of the cable, our device was able to navigate the trajectory planned only by thrust control with 
an error of up to 0.14m. 
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1. Introduction
In Japan’s exclusive economic zone, there are many 
marine resources including mineral resources and energy 
resources [1]. These are very important basic resources 
for the development of an industrial society, but they 
have not yet reached the economic use of marine 
resources. The reason is that these resources are widly 
distributed on the seabed at a depth of 50m or more where 
general divers cannot dive, it is difficult for divers to 
search and observation. Un-tethered underwater vehicles, 
AUVs (automonous underwater vehicles) are used as the 
practical tools to investigate these marine resources 
[2][3]. However, the AUVs have the risk of their losing 
itself on a hardware or software failures, the AUVs 
cannot be used often for the resource investigation. Thus, 
a time fluctuation data of the resources which needs for a 
marine resource development cannot be obtained by an 
existing survey. This research aims to develop a long-
term observation device with low operation risk and wide 
observable area to acquire a time fluctuation data. In this 
paper, we explain the proposed long-term observation 
device and show the experimental results for evaluating 
the position accuracy using the underwater vehicle. 
2. Trajectory model and Motion control
2.1. Overview 
As shown in Fig.1, the proposed system consists of an 
underwater station for supplying electric power and an 
underwater vehicle, the underwater vehicle is tethered to 
the underwater station with a cable. Underwater vehicle 
can observe around the underwater station for a long-
term by keeping the altitude constant and navigating 
while applying tension to the cable. By using the restraint 
condition by tethering, an underwater vehicle can 
navigate the same trajectory with only simple motion 
control without using self-localization based on DVL or 
INS or using waypoints. Therefore, it is possible to 
observe a wide area with lower risk than existing 
underwater vehicles. 
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2.2. Trajectory model 
To derive the relationship between the structure of the 
underwater station and the trajectory of the underwater 
vehicle, we constructed a theoritical formula based on the 
involute curve. The involute curve is a curved line by the 
end point ݌௜ = ௜ݔ] ்[௜ݕ   of the cable when the cable 
wound around the basic circular radius ܽ centered on the 
origin us always pulled and unwound, ݔ௜  and ݕ௜  are 
expressed by the following equations: 
௜ݔ = ܽ(cosߠ + ߠ sinߠ)
௜ݕ = ܽ(sinߠ െ ߠ cosߠ)
 (1) 
Here, ߠ express the angle from the initial position. In this 
research, we consider that the basic circular radius ܽ 
changes by the cable thickness ݀௖௔  depending on the 
number of times ݊ of winding and unwinding of the cable. 
Thus, the basic circular radius ܽ௜  is defined by the 
following equations: 
ܽ௪௜ = ݊ ή ݀௖௔ +  (௕ (2ݎ
ܽ௨௪௜ = (ܰ െ ݊)݀௖௔ +  (௕ (3ݎ
Here, ܽ௪௜  is the basic radius when winding the cable, 
ܽ௨௪௜  is the basic radius when unwinding the cable, and ݊ 
is the maximum number of times the cable can be 
winding and unwinding. ݎ௕  is the radius of the device, 
and we adopted a parameter that considers the allowable 
bending radius of the cable used. Considering that the 
length of the cable when winding or unwinding changes 
depending on the number of times ݊ and the angle ߠ, it is 
defined by the following equations: 
௪௜ܮ = ௠ܮ െ ߨ2 ൜݊ ή ௕ݎ +
1
2
݊(݊ െ 1)݀௖௔ൠ (4) 
௨௪௜ܮ = ݊ߨ2 ൤ݎ௕ + ൜ܰ െ
1
2
݊(݊ െ 1)ൠ ݀௖௔൨ (5) 
Here, ܮ௪௜  is the cable length when winding, ܮ௨௪௜  is the 
cable length when unwinding, and ܮ௠ is the maximum 
length of the cable. When applied to Eq. (1) with the 
changes in the radius of the device and cable length 
Fig. 1 Overview of proposal method 
Fig. 2 Cable model 
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calculated from Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) as constraints, the 
trajectory ݌௪௜ = ௪௜ݔ] , ்[௪௜ݕ  at the time of winding is 
expressed by the following equation:  
௪௜ݔ = ܽ௪௜ cosߠ െ ௪௜ܮ) െ ܽ௪௜ߠ) sinߠ
௪௜ݕ = ܽ௪௜ sinߠ + ௪௜ܮ) െ ܽ௪௜ߠ) cosߠ
 (6)
Similarly, the trajectory ݌௨௪௜ = ௨௪௜ݔ] , ்[௨௪௜ݕ  at the time 
of unwinding is expressed by the following equation: 
௨௪௜ݔ = ܽ௨௪௜ cosߠ െ ௨௪௜ܮ) + ܽ௨௪௜ߠ) sinߠ
௨௪௜ݕ = ܽ௨௪௜ sinߠ + ௨௪௜ܮ) + ܽ௨௪௜ߠ) cosߠ
 (7)
When the cable length calculated from Eq.  (4) or Eq. (5) 
reaches ܮ௠ , the trajectory of the underwater vehicle 
becomes a circle centered on the device. Therefore, it is 
expressed by the following equation. 
௜ݔ = ௠ܮ cosߠ
௜ݕ = ௠ܮ sinߠ
 (8)
Here, the cable length in the trajectory calculated fromEq. 
(8) is symmetrical around the device. Therefore, the 
range of the angle ߠ is 0 ൑ ߠ ൑ 180 [deg].  
2.3. Motion control 
In the water, the weight and fluid resistance of the cable 
increase depending on the length of the unwound cable, 
so the sag of the cable increases. As the sag increases, it 
becomes more difficult for underwater vehicle to draw 
the planned trajectory and the positioning accuracy 
decreases. Therefore, we calculated the thrust required in 
the direction of travel and the thrust required in the 
direction of extension. At first, we explain the thrust 
force ܨௌோீ required in the direction of travel. In the future, 
we plan to create a map from seabed images by a camera 
mounted on an underwater vehicle. We are considering 
the creation of a seafloor map for long-term observation 
of marine resources. In order to create a map using 
images taken by the equipped camera in underwater 
vehicle, it is necessary to input velocity parameters to the 
underwater vehicle so that the captured images overlap. 
The velocity ௫ܸ required to satisfy a specific overlap rate 





Here, ݀ௌ is the shooting range of the camera, ߙை௅  is the 
overlap rate, and ௌܶ is the shooting cycle. By substituting 
the velocity calculated from Eq. (9) into the following 
equation, the thrustܨௌோீ in the direction of travel can be 
obtained. 
ௌோீܨ = |௫ܦ ௫ܸ| ௫ܸ (10) 
Here, ܦ௫  is the fluid drag force. This parameter was 
approximated by experiment.  Next, we explain the thrust 
force ܨௌௐ௒ in the direction of extension. Fig.2 shows the 
cable model of the underwater vehicle when it is tethered 
to the underwater station. If the cable has ideal sag 
without considering the stiffness, and the underwater 
vehicle moves slowly, the cable can be considered to 
have a catenary shape [4]. Therefore, the sag ݖ௖௜  
generated by the cable’s own weight and the tension ௜ܶ
௬௭ 
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Here, ܪ௬௭ is the horizontal tension at the lowest point of 
the cable, ݓ is the weight in water per unit cable length, 
௜ܦ  is the distance between center of the device and 
underwater vehicle, ܦ௠  is the maximum distance 
between center of the device and underwater vehicle. 
Therefore, the thrust force in the direction of extension 
required for the underwater vehicle to suppress the sag 
caused by the weight of the cable is expressed by the 
following equation: 
ௌௐ௒ܨ ൒ ௜ܶ
௬௭ cos߮ (13) 
In this paper, we calculated the minimum thrust ܨௌௐ௒ in 
the direction of extension by assuming that the trajectory 
of the underwater vehicle obtained from Eq. (6) to Eq. (9) 
contains an error of at most 1% due to cable’s sag. 
3. Wet test and evaluation of trajectory
To evaluate the trajectory of the cable-tethered 
underwater vehicle described in section 2.2, we 
Fig.3 Experimental setup 
Table1 Thrust value ܩܴܵܨ and ܻܹܵܨ 
 [N]ܻܹܵܨ [N]ܩܴܵܨ
4.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 
9.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 
16.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 
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experimented using the hovering type AUV KYUBIC. 
This AUV is equipped with IMU, DVL and depth sensors 
as navigation sensors. We used the velocity data from 
DVL and the heading data from IMU to evaluate the self-
localization. Fig.3 shows an overview of this experiment. 
The AUV is tethered to the device by a cable (thickness 
is 12mm and length is 2.2m). The device resembling an 
underwater station is set in the center of the water tank 
(diameter is 6m and depth is 1.2m). In this experiment, 
we used the parameters shown in Table1 as the thrust 
force applied to the AUV and its self-localization was 
measured when winding the cable. Fig.4 shows the 
trajectory calculated using Eq. (6) and the self-
localization of the AUV at ܨௌோீ = 16[N].  The positional 
accuracy is improved by increasing the thrust force ܨௌௐ௒. 
However, a different trajectory from the theoretical value 
can be confirmed immediately after the AUV starts 
moving. This cause is considered that the azimuth during 
navigation contained an error with the teoretical value 
because the AUV moved only by thrust control. Table2 
to Table4 show the mean square error (MSE) of the self-
localization when the thrust applied to the AUV is 
changed. It can be confirmed that the distance error 
between the center of the device and AUV is reduced by 
increasing the thrust force ܨௌௐ௒. However, the MSE of 
distance at ܨௌௐ௒ = 20[N] is larger than at ܨௌௐ௒ = 15[N]. 
This cause is considered that the velocity of the AUV is 
reduced by increasing the thrust force ܨௌௐ௒ , and the 
position data calculated by the DVL and IMU contain 
accumulated error.  
4. Conclusions
We proposed a new method that can observe a wide area 
with lower risk than exisiting method. Our instrument 
was able to move only by thrust control, with an average 
error of up to 0.14m relative to the theoreticel value. In 
future work, we plan to evaluate the trajectory when 
unwinding the cable and add the heading control.  
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Fig.4 Trajectory of AUV KYUBIC 
(Theoretical value vs. Experimental value) 










5.0 0.06 0.03 0.07 
10.0 0.03 0.03 0.03 
15.0 0.02 0.04 0.03 
20.0 0.01 0.10 0.06 










5.0 0.06 0.05 0.07 
10.0 0.05 0.03 0.04 
15.0 0.03 0.04 0.04 
20.0 0.03 0.11 0.07 










5.0 0.12 0.14 0.14 
10.0 0.05 0.07 0.05 
15.0 0.03 0.02 0.03 
20.0 0.03 0.09 0.06 
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